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The canonical problem

I We are often interested in isolating the effect of some program
(treatment) T (a tax, a subsidy, a transfer, a sanction...) on an outcome
Y , i.e. we want to estimate @f/@T .

I If the relationship is linear we have

Yi = ↵+ �Ti + "i

I A fundamental challenge is that the treatment will often be correlated
with the error term, cov(Ti , "i) 6= 0. This happens if individuals who
have a high intensity on the treatment variable (T ) tend to have a high or
low value on the error term. In that case an OLS estimate of � will not
capture the average (marginal) treatment effect.

I We can often sign the bias



The canonical problem

I Terminology: There is an endogeny problem. The treatment effect is not
identified.

I The problem is caused by selection into the treatment. Those who are
treated are not “average”, they differ systematically from the rest of the
population

Yi = ↵+ �Ti + "i

Ti = ↵T + �T Xi + ⌘i

with either cov(Xi , "i) 6= 0 or cov(⌘i , "i) 6= 0.
I If it is selection on observable variables (X) we can get around the

problem by including these observables when we estimate the treatment
effect

Yi = ↵+ �Ti + �Xi + "i

I But the problem is that the selection may very well be on unobservable
variables (ability, motivation, creativity, alternatives,...) cov(⌘i , "i) 6= 0.



Example: Taxes and labor supply

Question:

I How does labor supply respond to changes in wages?
I How do taxes affect labor supply?

Theory: labor supply is a function of wages and non-labor income.

I With taxes, net of tax wages and net of tax income (Z ).
I Motivates the following model:

hi = �wi (1 � ti) + ↵Zi + �Xi + "i

Problem: If we use cross sectional variation in the marginal tax rate to
estimate the labour supply elasticity we have a problem: The tax rate is
endogenous, it is a function of earnings!



Example: Taxes and labor supply
For example, suppose we have a tax system with two tax brackets:

ti =

(
⌧1 income  ȳ

⌧2 income > ȳ

I [Show budget constraint]

If so, people with high hours have higher unobservable tastes for work.

I " is high ) h is high ) t is high ) w(1 � t) is low (t is high)
I causes downward bias in the estimate of the wage elasticity.

Could also be that higher wages are associated with higher " (a lot of energy
! high education (wages) and high work hours: OLS exaggerates how
responsive hours worked is to changes in wages

Solutions:

I Experimental approaches (not easy to randomize wages or tax rates)
I Non experimental approaches (can use changes in marginal tax rates –

tax reforms – to estimate the effect.



Basic concepts of causal inference
Potential outcomes

For units i = 1, . . . , n, define the following

Y 0
i = potential outcome under treatment 0 (control)

Y 1
i = potential outcome under treatment 1 (treatment)

Yi = (1 � Ti)Y
0
i + TiY

1
i

= realized outcome for i with treatment Ti

Note the conceptual distinction between

I
potential outcomes and

I
realized outcomes



Fundamental problem of causal inference

Since only one counterfactual is observed for any unit:

I Y 1
i � Y 0

i (the unit level treatment effect) is not identified!

Scientific solution:

I identify unit level treatment effect by exploiting homogeneity
assumptions

Statistical solution:

I estimate average treatment effects that are identified under
independence assumptions (



OLS

Consider first OLS:

Yi = Y 0
i + Ti(Y

1
i � Y 0

i ) = ↵+ �i Ti + ui

OLS compares average outcomes:

�OLS = E[Yi |Ti = 1]� E[Yi |Ti = 0]

= E[Y 1
i |Ti = 1]� E[Y 0

i |Ti = 1]
| {z }

ATT

+E[Y 0
i |Ti = 1]� E[Y 0

i |Ti = 0]
| {z }

Selection bias
= E(�i |Ti = 1)

| {z }
ATT

+E(ui |Ti = 1)� E(ui |Ti = 0)
| {z }

Selection bias



Selection issues

Basic problem: Selection into treatment may depend on {Y 0
i , Y 1

i }

Two possible implications:

1. ”Selection on gains”:

E[Y 1
i � Y 0

i | Ti = 1] 6= E[Y 1
i � Y 0

i | Ti = 0]

The impact Y 1
i � Y 0

i is heterogeneous in the population
(cov(�i , Ti) 6= 0)

2. ”Selection on (non-treatment) levels”:

E[Y 0
i | Ti = 1] 6= E[Y 0

i | Ti = 0]

Often called selection bias, (cov(Ti , ui) 6= 0)



Internal and external validity

I Selection bias:
E[Y 0

i |Ti = 1] 6= E[Y 0
i |Ti = 0]

Concern: internal validity

I Selection on gains:

E[Y 1
i � Y 0

i |Ti = 1] 6= E[Y 1
i � Y 0

i |Ti = 0]

Concern: external validity

Example: If individuals in job training programs have on average

1. higher earnings in the absence of training
I then OLS will be upward biased

2. higher earnings gains from training
I OLS is unbiased, but
I treatment effect on the treated exceeds effect on non-treated (and on

average)



Randomized experiments
There is increasing use of social experiments in public econ applications.

I Basic idea is to design some intervention and randomly assign

intervention to one group and not another.
I With randomization, the difference in outcomes is a valid estimate of the

impact of the intervention.
I by definition, if Ti is randomly assigned, then for any variable x

E (xi |Ti = t) = E (xi)

I allows estimating the ATE
I allows checking the randomization by looking at other vars

Examples in public economics:

I State welfare reform experiments
I Moving to opportunity
I Project STAR (Student-Teacher Achievement Ratio)
I Perry preschool



Randomized experiments

Essential features of randomized experiments:

I Random assignment into experiment from population of interest
I Random assignment to treatment

Advantages of randomized experiments:

I “Model Free”
I Can design the policy we want. Good for new ideas, programs.

Disadvantages of randomized experiments:

I Expensive
I Difficult to get at general equilibrium effects
I Limited duration (usually)
I Generalizability (specific intervention)



Non-experimental solutions

Some important empirical models that we will (likely) discuss.

1. Difference-in-differences (DD or DID)

2. Instrumental Variables (IV or 2SLS)

3. Matching

4. Regression discontinuity (RD or RDD)

5. Structural estimation

Rest on one or more identifying assumptions.

I these are crucial to find and understand.



Instrumental Variables

Idea is to find an instrument that is correlated with the treatment that is not
correlated with the error.

I OLS is unbiased if x is not correlated with u:

x ! y
%

u

I but biased if it is
x ! y
" %
u

in which case we saw that we could not estimate the causal effect of x
on y :

dy/dx = � + du/dx



Instrumental Variables

Now consider the case where there exists some variable z, with the following
properties:

z ! x ! y
" %
u

if the causal effect of z on x is ↵, then the causal effect of z on y will be ↵�

I z is then a valid instrument for x
I in the regression of x on y

The idea behind IV is that we can estimate the causal effect of x on y as
follows

� =
dy/dz
dx/dz



Difference-in-differences (DD)

Before After Difference
Treated Ȳ10 Ȳ11 �1 = Ȳ11 � Ȳ10

Control Ȳ00 Ȳ01 �0 = Ȳ01 � Ȳ00

Difference DD = �1 ��0

DD is very popular, and we will see many examples.

I Federal policy changes (affect some groups and not others)
I High income earners and labor supply
I Earned Income Tax Credit
I Social security notch
I State level policy changes (differences across states over time)

"laboratory of the states"
I Welfare reform



Difference-in-differences (DD)

A basic estimator is the Before-After estimator (BA)

I Differencing of treated group before and after treatment.
I Requires that nothing else changes that affects the outcome.

The DD-estimator takes account of contemporaneous time shocks

I Compares the change in outcome between a treated group and an
untreated group.

I Control group is meant to capture what would have happened to the
treated in absence of the treatment.

Identifying assumption: No contemporaneous shocks to T group:

I
Common time shocks, common trend

I
Fixed group composition

Note that the DD models that we commonly see are group level versions of
this model.



Matching on observables

Idea: Conditioning on some X ’s eliminates the selection bias

I i.e. selection on observables.

E.g., use X to match observations that are “similar” prior to treatment.

I
Propensity-score matching may reduce the dimensionality of X .

I but may have non-overlap between T and C in the support of P.

The method relies on the conditional independence assumption (CIA):

I conditional on X (or P(X)) program participation is independent of the
outcome in the non-participation state.

I matching methods are (or can be) non-parametric and require no
regression based functional form.

I but it does require variable selection – right Xs.



Regression Discontinuity

Sometimes, treatment is determined by some underlying variable:

I there is a distinct discontinuity in the treatment at some point.
I not at discretion of administrators or individuals.
I e.g. income tax brackets, child care price brackets, or discrete

admission rules

The Regression Discontinuity (RD) design:

I compares individuals on different sides of the cutoff point

I similar, b/c random noise in running variable

I credible estimates of causal effect

I good internal validity
I external validity is less clear

Originates from educational psychology (Thistlewaite and Campbell, 1960).



Regression Discontinuity
Example — Peer effects of daddy quota on paternal leave



Reduced form non-experimental approaches

Advantages:

I source of variation is clear

I
“model free”

Disadvantages:

I
Identifying assumption may not be valid (e.g. that in DD model there
is no contemporaneous change affecting treated)

I results not generalizable

I may tell you about this experiment
I but “local” in that it does not tell you about preference parameters using it

make simulations as tother policy changes may be bad



Structural Approach

In some cases, we can use theory to model the endogeneity.

I For example, in the context of taxes and labor supply we have a theory
that tells us how some end up at high hours (and hence high marginal
tax rates) and some end up at low hours (e.g. utility optimization s.t.
budget constraint)

In the original structural literature, there was little attention on identification

I the results may be identified by nonlinearities and parametrization.
I this is no longer the norm, with more attention on identification.



Structural approach

Advantages of structural approach:

I once you recover the parameters of the utility function (or other pref),
you can use those parameters to simulate any possible policy

change.
I e.g. effect of a candidate tax reform on labor supply, or effect of a new train

line on traffic.

Disadvantages:

I have to implement possibly untestable assumptions on economic and
statistical model

I often generate wide range of estimates
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